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ABOUT ME
I'm passionate about event planning.
Melena Guevara Design is a boutique and family-owned
wedding planning firm servicing the LA and Ventura
counties. We seek to be the most-recommended wedding
& event planning firm in the area by providing highquality, thoughtfully crafted and inspired events.
We offer everything you need, from the proposal to the
post-wedding brunch, including timeline creation,
budget management, venue and vendor scouting, and
more.
Melena, our head planner, wants to be not only your
wedding pro, but your friend and ally. We're here for you
from start to finish.
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HOW IT WORKS

After our initial discovery call and depending on your desired package,
I'll send you a mood board and a proposal.
If you decide to hire me, I'll send you a contract and you'll send me
your deposit.
Once all parties have signed and the deposit has been received, I'll
hold your date. We'll then schedule an initial call to discuss what you
have done so far (no biggie if you haven't gotten started yet!)
After that, you'll receive a checklist from me with items we'll both need
to complete for a successful and FUN event. We'll be in consistent
touch from the moment you hire me, so if you have any questions, feel
free to reach out!
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WHY WE'D WORK WELL
TOGETHER
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I was just a bride
myself (that's me!!). I
know what you've
going through and I
have the event
planning experience
to get you the
wedding you want.

I'm a stickler for the
details--that includes
being on time and
under-budget, but I'm
also a fan of creating
FUN events. I love
little touches that
make a big impact.
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My design aesthetic is
a twist on the classic
rustic (you know, the
stuff that's all over
Pinterest). I love
adding unexpected
and fun elements to
an event.
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Services
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SERVICES WE OFFER

01 02 03 04
Month-Of

Partial Planning

Full Planning

Etc.

Best for brides who already
have a keen design aesthetic
and/or kick a** planning skills.
Also ideal for those whose
venues require a day-of
coordinator.

Ideal for the bride who has
their entire wedding on a
Pinterest board, but stills
needs help refining her vision
and putting things into place.

Perfect for the bride who kind
of knows what she wants but
doesn't know how to get there.
Pick this one if you want to sail
through the planning process.

We offer full event design and
planning, including:
-virtual planning
-party planning
-corporate events
and more!
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Month-of Coordination
Starting at $2,000
We love our DIY brides, so if that's you, this one is for you. Hand us your wedding-shaped
baby and we'll take good care of it.

Communication & Consultation
Initial consultation to discuss vision &
details
MGD planning checklist
Review of proposal, mood board and client's
progress to ensure continuity
Up to three (3) hours of scheduled calls or
in-person meetings
Unlimited emails and texts during MGD's
business hours for brainstorming,
recommendations and guidance
Initial walkthrough of venue to discuss setup

The Month Before
Final details meeting (this is outside of the 3
mentioned above) 30 days out to discuss
decor, setup and the nitty-gritty
All vendor confirmation & coordination (1421 days out)
Confirmation of setup/breakdown times
& guest counts (provided by client)
Management of rehearsal

Create day of itinerary and detailed decor
& layout map to ensure your day goes as
planned

The Big Day
Receive deliveries
Oversee banquet staff, vendors and setup
Distribution of gratuities and final payments
on your behalf
10 hours of day-of coordination, including
decor setup and styling, and orchestrating
ceremony and reception items on time
Champagne retrieval, moral support, etc.
Pack all gifts and decor and ensure they
leave with the correct person
Assist in teardown as schedule permits
Includes two on-site coordinators
Includes free day-of emergency kit
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Partial Planning
Starting at $3,000
Great for the bride that has an idea of what she wants, but doens't know how to get there.

Communication & Consultation
Initial consultation to discuss vision &
details
Review of proposal, mood board and client's
progress to ensure continuity
Up to seven (7) hours of scheduled calls or
in-person meetings scheduled weekly or as
needed
Unlimited emails and texts during MGD's
business hours for brainstorming,
recommendations and guidance

Organization & Budgeting
Access to electronic resources, including
custom MGD planning timeline and
checklist, and post-wedding to dos
Help with hotel room block (if applicable)
Creation of vendor packet for vendors
Additional meeting to establish budget and
expectations
Site visits for up to three venues
Creation of the day of itinerary and detailed
decor & layout map to ensure your day goes
as planned

Management of rehearsal
Final details meeting (this is outside of the 3
mentioned above) 30 days out to discuss
decor, setup and the nitty-gritty

Vendor Selection & Management
Develop a relationship with onsite
coordinator and all other vendors
Accompany you to vendor meetings to
provide insights (with adequate notification
and barring any scheduling conflicts)
Provide recommendations based on your
vision
Initial walkthrough of venue to discuss
layout and setup
As many menu tastings as needed (with
adequate notification and barring any
scheduling conflicts)
All vendor confirmation & coordination (1421 days out)
Confirmation of setup/breakdown times
& guest counts (provided by client)
Distribution of vendor packet

Design
Assistance in stationery suite selection
Creation of color palette, mood boards, and
concept guide for all decor and vendors
Assistance in selection items for decor as
needed

The Big Day
Receive deliveries
Oversee banquet staff and guide the vendors
in setting up
Distribution of gratuities and final payments
on your behalf
10 hours of day-of coordination, including
decor setup and styling, and orchestrating
ceremony and reception items on time
Assistance with bridal party, family and
friends with any needs or questions
Champagne retrieval, moral support, etc.
Pack all gifts and decor and ensure they
leave with the correct person
Assist in teardown as schedule permits
Includes two onsite coordinators
Includes free day-of emergency kit

Full Service Planning
Starting at $5,000
Great for the bride that wants to enjoy the planning process. Maybe you have an idea, maybe you don't; either way, I got you!

Communication & Consultation
Initial consultation to discuss vision &
details
Review of proposal, mood board and client's
progress to ensure continuity
Unlimited hours of scheduled calls or inperson meetings scheduled weekly or as
needed
Unlimited emails and texts during MGD's
business hours for brainstorming,
recommendations and guidance

Organization & Budgeting
Access to electronic resources, including
custom MGD planning timeline and
checklist, and post-wedding to dos
Help with hotel room block (if applicable)
Creation of vendor packet for vendors
Additional meeting to establish budget and
expectations
Budget creation and management. Updates
will be given periodically
Creation of the day of itinerary and detailed
decor & layout map to ensure your day goes
as planned

Negotiation of vendor contracts
Site visits for up to six venues
Planning & management of rehearsal and
dinner
Final details meeting 30 days out to discuss
decor, setup and the nitty-gritty

Vendor Selection & Management
Develop a relationship with onsite
coordinator and all other vendors
Accompany you to vendor meetings to
provide insights (with adequate notification
and barring any scheduling conflicts)
Provide recommendations based on your
vision
Initial walkthrough of venue to discuss
layout and setup
As many menu tastings as needed (with
adequate notification and barring any
scheduling conflicts)
All vendor confirmation & coordination (1421 days out)
Confirmation of setup/breakdown times
& guest counts (provided by client)
Distribution of vendor packet

Design
Full design of event at client's discretion
Creation of color palette, mood boards, and
concept guide for all decor and vendors
Select and order all design elements with
client approval
Mock ups for table design to finalize details

The Big Day
Receive deliveries
Oversee banquet staff and guide the vendors
in setting up
Distribution of gratuities and final payments
on your behalf
12 hours of day-of coordination, including
decor setup and styling, and orchestrating
ceremony and reception items on time
Assistance with bridal party, family and
friends with any needs or questions
Champagne retrieval, moral support, etc.
Pack all gifts and decor and ensure they
leave with the correct person
Assist in teardown as schedule permits
Includes two onsite coordinators
Includes free day-of emergency kit

Everything Else
Virtual Planning
Starting at $3,000
Best for venues that provide day-of coordination
All applicable aspects of the full planning package
Does not include any in-person meetings, site visits or walkthroughs

Venue Selection Package
Starting at $500
You give me a vicinity, I'll give you a comprehensive list of venues, including:
A breakdown of pricing
What you get for your money
Other things to consider (i.e. if they don't have bathrooms onsite, which can be a pretty big deal)
If you decide to use my services, the $500 acts as a deposit

Planning & Design Calls
Starting at $150 for 90 minutes
An hour and a half to discuss and help you with anything you want! From choosing colors, to vendor
selection, to creating a seating chart
Book more than 5 and a call is on me
Planning clients receive a 10% discount on all planning calls

Event Planning
Inquire for pricing
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Frequently Asked Questions
How do I hire you?
Before signing a contract, and in order to make sure you and I are a good fit, we will have a 30-minute
Discovery Call. If you decide to hire me, I'll send you a contract and you'll send me a $1,000 deposit to
reserve your date. Services start as soon as both the contract and deposit are received.

Do you work with assistants?
I will be your point of contact for pretty much everything, but since weddings are such a huge undertaking,
I'll either have my husband or another well-trained person there to help.

Can I pay you in installments?
Absolutely. Your contract will detail what's due when, but you can pay any amount at any time, so long as
the balance is received at least 2 weeks prior to your wedding date.

I don't see what I need in the list of services you offer. Do you do custom packages?
Yes! If you don't see what you need, shoot me an email and I'll customize a package just for you.

I want it to be my wedding. Won't you just do what you want?
Bottom line, I'm here to do what YOU want. I'm not here to push my dream wedding on you. I've already had
my big day, now it's your turn! I'm simply here to help you define and refine your vision. Plus, with me in
your corner, you won't have to worry about the nitty-gritty logistical stuff.

Why do I need a planner? Can't my mom just do it?
I'm sure she could, but I'm also pretty sure she'd rather enjoy the day than run around making sure
bridesmaids are behaving and everyone's staying on schedule. Plus, unless you pay them, a good friend or
family member probably won't take it as seriously as a pro will.
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hello@melenaguevaradesign.com

818-653-0510

Thank you
WE CAN'T WAIT TO WORK WITH YOU
CHECK US OUT AT
WWW.MELENAGUEVARADESIGN.COM
@MELENAGUEVARADESIGN

located in Studio City, CA

